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SIG S.A. Demo Room, Mexico

Requirements
Dealing with large professional organizations SIGSA demonstrates 
capabilities of its products by making private show in its Mexico office. 
For this purpose, it has a demo room equipped for the most spectacular 
demonstration of the company’s products features. Demo room hardware 
components include several projectors enabling to play back pictures 
and video by 180 degrees. SIGSA was looking for the flexible and user 
friendly software capable to integrate with ArcGIS server since it is a basic 
component of its own developments. Polywall 2.0 software corresponded 
to all the required functionality.

to design multi-level demo scenarios for the presales. The presentation’s content 
coming from interactive sources such as web pages, video, mapping updates 
automatically and independently maintains its relevance. A particularly important 
feature for the customer was the ability to zoom and scale in real-time the map from 
ArcGIS server during the presentation.

Solution
Polywall 2.0 software deployed on the computer server significantly expanded 
the company presentation capabilities. After its installation, it became possible 

Armando Chavez, Director – Cartographic Projects : “We are very satisfied 
with the Polywall software, it is very easy to use, and it supports all the integrations 
we need. We work with solutions based on GIS and we have been searching for 
a demonstration program able to fully maintain its correct display. We use it to 
prepare presale preparations and demonstrations and I can say that it became 
a reliable tool of our everyday work.”

SIGSA is a Mexico-based enterprise, market leader in GIS integrations. The company has extensive experience in IT 
applications, GIS, GPS, document management, surveying, mapping, photogrammetry and remote sensing. For over 
30 years, SIGSA provides solutions for different branches of public and private sector, and develops the expertise 
of the industrial and agricultural sectors.
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